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Abstract—This paper entitles the use of alternative 

energy where There are thousands of crowed cities with 

enormous flow of vehicles offers high amount of energy 

can be considered as near to urban resource of energy. 

Also, extraction of such energy allows eliminating of 

transmission system between the remote areas and 

urban area for lightings purposes. For this type of 

achievement the experiment is done on the speed braker 

power generator and obtained the results for various 

forces and they are compared with each other.  
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INTRODUCTION 

For reduction of carbon dioxide emission, renewable 

energies are considered as proper alternative energy. The 

improvement of renewable energy converters is in a fast 

rate, the systems to extract the wasted energy in 

conventional energy conversion systems are not developed 

as much as its technologies. In many systems and processes, 

dissipation of energy is inevitable whatever renewable or 

conventional energy was used. For instance, as a car passes 

over a speed-breaker, most of car kinetic energy will be 

wasted as heat in it. On other hand, to ensure the security of 

the populated areas of streets, the speed-breakers are 

required, whatever we used electrical cars or the cars 

consuming gasoil. There is so little and invalid literatures in 

generation of electricity by speed breakers that but the most 

common approaches can be seen in these proposed systems, 

mostly small radial flux generators with ineffective 

topologies have been employed. Therefore it is necessary to 

design a suitable and efficient topology for design of an 

energy conversion system for extraction of kinetic energy of 

vehicles. This paper presents a novel speed-breaker 

generator (SBG) for extraction of kinetic energy of vehicle 

flow in the street. This device converts the kinetic energy of 

the vehicles into electric energy. This is done by moving 

plate installed on the road, this plate take the stroke motion 

of the vehicles and convert it to the rotary motion by crank 

mechanism and it generates the electricity. 

 

When automobile are running on the specialized Speed 

Breaker this system will create pressure on the pressure 

leaver which is kept under specialized speed breaker. As a 

result flywheel will rotate and this rotation of the flywheel 

will cause mechanical movements. These vibrations are 

converted into electricity via piezoelectric element.  

 
Fig 1: Model of the designed project 

The electricity produced is thereafter formatted by a 

static converter before supplying a storage system or the load 

(electrical device). 

 
Fig 2: Energy Conversion Model 

The produced or stored electricity is used for lighting 

bulb during night time on the road side. Piezoelectric 

generators work due to the piezoelectric effect. This is the 

ability of certain materials to create electrical potential when 

responding to mechanical changes.  

 

To put it more simply, when compressed or expanded or 

otherwise changing shape a piezoelectric material will output 

some voltage. 
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METHODOLOGY 

A. Proposed System 
The energy of the moving vehicles which is kinetic 

energy gets wasted and it is trapped by an arrangement 

called power hump which converts mechanical energy to 

electrical energy as shown in). It is an Electro-Mechanical 

unit.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3:  Top View of the Tack and Pinion Mechanism 

The kinetic energy of the vehicles is converted into 

rotational motion of the roller which further generates 

power. In this project, a roller is fitted in between a speed 

breaker and some kind of a grip is provided on the speed 

breaker so that when a vehicle passes over speed breaker it 

rotates the roller. This movement of roller is used to rotate 

the shaft of D.C. generator by the help of chain drive which 

is there to provide 1:5 speed ratio. As the shaft of D.C. 

generator rotates, it produces electricity. This electricity is 

stored in a battery. Then the output of the battery is used to 

lighten the street lamps on the road. Now during daytime we 

don’t need electricity for lightening the street lamps so we 

are using a control switch which is automatically operated. 

B. 3D Models and Assembly of Components  

 
Fig 4:3D model of Shaft and gear 

 
Fig 5: 3D model of base with spring 

 

 
Fig 6: 3D model of belt 

 
Fig 7: 3D model of rack 

 
Fig 8: Final Assembly 
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C. Static Structural Analysis  

 

Fig 9: Stress for 4N 

 

Fig 10: Total Deformation for 4N 

 

Fig 11: Strain for 4N 

1) 3.2 FORCE-13.4N 

 

Fig 12: Stress for 13.4N 

 

Fig 13: Total Deformation for 13.4N 

 

Fig 14: Strain for 13.4N 

                                  3.3 FORCE -35.3N 

 

Fig 15: Stress for 35.3N 

 

Fig 16: Total Deformation for 35.3N 
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Fig 17: Strain for 35.3N 

CALCULATION OF INPUT, OUTPUT POWER AND 

EFFICIENCY 

Input power calculation 
Applying 7 kg weight on the pressure lever, the 

lever travels a distance of 0.152 meter (m) and the total time 

taken to travel this distance is 0.717 second(s) and the RPM 

for one Stroke is 1014. (Measured by RPM meter). By one 

stroke sprocket gear moves three teeth from its original 

position. Gear ratio between sprocket gear 01 & sprocket 

gear 02 

So the calculated N2 becomes 

  N2= 3/8 

As sprocket gear 02 & gear 03 are on the same shaft 

So revolution of sprocket gear 03,  N3=N2= 3/8 

Now gear ratio between gear 03 & gear 04 

SO,N4=1.19 

As gear 04 & gear 05 are on the same shaft 

So revolution of gear 05 becomesN5=N4 =1.19 

Gear ratio between gear 05 & gear 06 

SO N6=3.78 

So revolution of gear 07 becomes N5=\ N6=3.78 

Gear ratio between gear 07 & gear 08 

SO N8=12.01 

So the gear ratio between gear 01 & gear 08 

N1; N8=3/8;12.01 

The flywheel, gear 08 & DC generator shaft are connected 

on the same shaft 

So RPM of DC generator shaft becomes =1004.1 

We know 

Work done, W = F*S                    Where, F = force & S = 

distance travel   

W = mg*s       Where, m = mass & g = gravitational 

acceleration   

W= 7* 9.81* 0.152 =10.43 Joule (j)  

Input Power, P = Total work done / total time taken to do 

the work 

So, P= W/t  

Pi = 10.43/0.717= 14.55 Watt (w)  

Output Power Calculation 
Output power, Po = Voltage*Current  

Output power, Po = V*I  

                                  = 4.0*0.5 

                                  =2 Watt (W)  

Efficiency Calculation  

Efficiency = (Output Power/Input Power)*100 % 

Efficiency = (2/14.55)*100% =13.75 % 

 

From the results discussed above it is seen that the 

input power was 14.55W and the founded power at the 

output is 2W, so the resulted efficiency becomes 13.75% 

which is much better. 

II. RESULTS 

The results obtained from the analysis for different forces 

are stated in below table 

Table 4.1: Static structural analysis 

a. Force 

(N) 

b. Deformation 

(mm) 

c. Stress 

(MPa) 

d. Strain 

e. 4 f. 0.0031565 g. 1.141 h. 1.1863E-5 

i. 13.4 j. 0.010574 k. 3.8225 l. 3.974E-5 

m. 35.3 n. 0.027856 o. 10.07 p. 0.00010469 
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CONCLUSION 

In this project, an assembly of the parts required to 

generate electricity using pressure developed when vehicles 

passes over a speed breaker are and modelled in 3D 

modelling software Creo 2.0. Static structural analysis is 

performed on the assembly by applying different forces 4N, 

13.5N & 35.3N to determine stresses and deformations. The 

materials used are Carbon Steel 45 for shaft & gears, EN8 

for Rack and High Carbon Steel for spring. 

By observing the analysis results, the analyzed 

stress values are less than the respective strength values for 

all materials at all forces. So using those materials at those 

forces are safe. 

The main advantage of using this mechanism to 

produce electricity as it is pollution free. The power is 

generated by making the speed breaker as a 

powergeneration unit. The generated power can be used for 

the lamps near the speed breakers and this will be great 

boon forthe rural villages too. 
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